
Is automation 
right for you?
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Work smart. Why choose hard work 
when you can choose smart working?  
Build quality into your processes by 
automating your workflow and grow 
your business at the same time.  

We all want to simplify our workloads and have processes that just 
work – every time. It’s painful to see mundane tasks taking up so much 
of an operator’s time, when they could be working on more valuable, 
and from a staff perspective, more interesting jobs.  

Automating your print production tasks will help to increase throughput 
and reduce your error rates and the need for operator intervention.  

Not quite convinced? Use this workbook to help you decide if auto-
mation is the right decision for your business. 

 � Continue reading
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Why aren’t businesses 
automating?
We’ll be honest. Not everyone has embraced 
automation as we’d expect – despite its sig-
nificant benefits, such as:

• Saving time and money: Handle more 
jobs without the need to increase your 
headcount. 

• Reducing errors: With automated quality 
checks. 

• Increasing efficiency & throughput: By 
standardizing your processes and offloading 
tasks with workflow software. 

So, why are some businesses nervous to 
take the leap? What are your apprehensions? 
Let’s take a look at four of the main concerns 
businesses cite as a reason not to automate 
– and hopefully we can address any worries 
you might have, too. 
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1. Automation isn’t necessary 
for our small company

Concern
“We’re a small enterprise. Our company is too small to take on the cost of automation, and 
it simply wouldn’t be a worthy investment for us.”

We understand. You want to stay focused on the job at hand – without causing yourself, 
your team or your customers more problems or wasting money on expensive software. 

Consideration
How much time does your business spend on administrative tasks every week? We’d 
advise calculating the time spent, and how much money this is costing your business. 
Let’s get some figures on the page. 

Task Time taken (mins)

Searching for files

Generating/exporting PDFs

File naming

Archiving jobs

File preparation

Color conversion

Pre-flight quality checks

Manual trapping

Step and repeat functions

Collectively, the time savings from an automated workflow lead to an average saving of 10 
minutes per workflow. You can read all about this in our ‘Why saving just 10 minutes leads to 
50% more jobs’ whitepaper. 

Make an  
estimation

https://www.esko.com/lp/automation-engine/why-saving-just-10-minutes-leads
https://www.esko.com/lp/automation-engine/why-saving-just-10-minutes-leads
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Recommendation
Start small! Workflow automation should be easily scalable and grow with your business. 
It’s a misconception that you need to deliver a whole automation piece across your entire 
workforce all at once. And so, it’s also incorrect that you’ll be investing great chunks of 
money to automate. 

Take a look at your time chart above, and begin thinking about those small but time-con-
suming tasks taking place on your editor software – which you would love to offload. These 
tasks, wherein the juice is definitely not worth the squeeze, are the parts of your workflow 
where you could significantly increase throughput, save time and money.    

Don’t take our word for it…

“With the automation now in place, we can do more work in less time. And we continue to 
improve our performance every day.” Jack Willemz, MD, W&R Etiketten, The Netherlands

Is automation right for you as a small business? Yes!   
You should be able to take automation on board and see fantastic benefits – and you 
can rely on Esko to help you on your journey, every step of the way. 
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2. Implementing workflow 
automation is too complex

Concern
“There are so many tasks and aspects of my workflow that could be automated. I don’t 
know where to begin!” 

Of course, you’re right that there are many tasks that can be automated. Depending on 
how clever and quick you’d like your workflow to be, there are endless opportunities for 
streamlining via automation. And really, this is exciting for futureproofing your business 
and continuously improving.

Consideration
The first thing to think about is what tasks your operator performs. Do those specific tasks 
bring value to your business? Could the operator’s time be better spent elsewhere, on more 
valuable, and interesting tasks which benefit from human handling and reasoning? Put 
each task through the flowchart below and write it in the box it lands in, to easily figure 
out a priority list for automation.

... Complete the exercise on the next page
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Have a task in mind

Does it add value?

Does it need human 
reasoning?

Does it need human 
reasoning?

NoYes

Yes NoYes No

De-prioritized
These tasks are valuable to your 
company and truly benefit from 
human thinking. So, don’t worry 
about them for now. You may or 
may not choose to revisit these 
once you’ve worked through other 
priorities.

Priority 2
These tasks add value but could 
be automated easily – bonus! 
Once you’ve addressed priority 
1 to eliminate non-value, easily 
automated tasks, move onto 
these to maximize your workflow 
efficiency. 

Priority 3
It’s frustrating that you recognize 
these tasks don’t add value, but 
that they still need an operator’s 
thinking. Once you’ve worked 
through the easy wins, let’s work 
together and find a solution to 
improve these processes.

Priority 1
Make these non-value tasks, 
which don’t benefit from human 
reasoning, your top priority. Lots 
to choose from? Refer to your time 
chart and start with the most 
time-consuming.  

List your
tasks
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Is automation right for you if you’re feeling 
overwhelmed? Yes, absolutely. 
Use the priority flowchart above to help you start small. This will allow you to get 
certain processes up and running in as little as a week and really see the benefits. And 
remember you aren’t alone in this. We can work together to successfully implement 
some of these workflows.

Recommendation
Choose the low-hanging fruit (priority 1). Tasks that stand out as definitely not being 
valuable but very time consuming are a great place to begin as you’ll see the benefits of 
automation very quickly. There’s no need to automate everything at once, keep it simple 
with baby steps. 

Don’t take our word for it…

“The integration of Automation Engine for labels (Esko's configured QuickStart deploy-
ment) is easy; probably one of the easiest I’ve ever been involved with. It was all installed 
and in full production within a week.” Marco De La Vega, CFO, Blair Labelling inc, USA
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3. Automating will change 
our current workflow

Concern
“We don’t want to completely change how we work, and our processes, to accommodate 
automated software.” 

You’ve likely spent years honing processes and you’re reluctant to start something when 
you’ve no idea how it might pan out. It’s also difficult to commit to change when the 
process you have kind of works most of the time.

Consideration
Which parts of the process can be improved by creating standardized workflows and 
procedures? While you may find the concept of change daunting, it’s likely you can think 
of various examples where your workflow could be improved. Jot down a few of your 
processes which get the job done, but which are clunky, irritating and simply could be 
better! Then think about the ideal situation. How would you like the system to work? What 
is your best-case scenario, which would improve and enhance your existing processes 
without causing disruption?

Annoying process Ideal situation 

Describe your

ideal situation
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Recommendation
Take control and aim high. You should implement the software knowing the outcome you 
want. Not sure if something is possible? Ask us! With our 30-plus years in the packaging 
industry – it’s likely we’ve seen other businesses with the exact struggles and concerns 
you’re facing. One of our experts can come to your site, examine your processes, and 
discuss how automation can be properly implemented to achieve the desired results in 
the simplest way possible. 

Don’t take our word for it…

“It would be impossible to work without the system. We have substantially increased 
throughput with minimal staffing increases. Without our system, we would need an 
entire room of people manually doing just our step and repeat work all day.” Andrew 
Boyd, President, Blue Label Digital Printing, USA

Is automation right for you? Yes. 
Even if you’re concerned about change – coming up with an improvement model can 
give you the confidence to implement positive change. What’s more, if there are areas 
you are not happy to automate – that’s okay too. There’s no pressure. You’re in charge, 
and Esko is right here as your safety net.
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4. It’s not the right time to 
make an investment

Concern
“We can’t justify making this investment right now.”

It can be difficult to rationalize parting with money, when it seems like things are running 
just fine. To see the monetary value in automation we need to look at the costs it could 
eliminate, and the additional profit it could generate. 

Consideration
While change often involves an initial cost, and some adaptation and flexibility, the price 
of doing nothing is far greater in our increasingly challenging, competitive industry. 

How much time is spent on non-value administrative tasks? 
When low- or no-value tasks are taking up a large percentage of your operators’ time – can 
you afford to keep throwing money after these time-consuming jobs – refer to the first 
table you completed to easily spot these tasks. 

What is the cost of customer complaints? 
Calculate whether you are losing more money, and damaging your good reputation, with 
product recalls and reprints, or due to internal non-conformance because stressed, 
time-pressured employees must find ways to make their jobs simpler.

How much money and time is spent on overtime? 
With unpredictable volumes and the need to find holiday or sickness cover – you could 
be spending more time managing shift rotations and more money paying for additional 
hours. Also consider staff fatigue, burnout, and low morale.

How much time, effort and money are spent on recruitment?
As we mentioned earlier, finding employees with the desirable skills, attitude and enthu-
siasm is not as simple as we’d all like. Advertising, interviewing, HR processes, such as 
reference checking, inductions, onboarding and training all cost time and money. There 
are also no guarantees on retaining your workforce, especially if they spend a large pro-
portion of their working hours completing mundane tasks. Hiring temporary workers is 
an option – but this could put quality in jeopardy, increase training costs, create division 
within your workforce and pose a question of reliability. 

Use the chart on the next page to work out a price for each problem 
based on hourly rates or machine running costs. 
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Problem Cost per month ($) Cost per year ($)

Non-value-added admin tasks (hourly rate)

Customer complaints, recalls or reprints (machinery 
running costs, ink, hourly rates of operators, refunds)

Overtime payments (hourly rate)

Recruitment (hourly rates, advertising, agency fees.)

Recommendation
Contact us to discuss costs and weigh them against the savings you could be making. 

Don’t take our word for it… 

“Today, we still have the same number of people, and our overtime costs have been reduced 
by 75%. When the Esko solution was first installed in 2016, turnover was around £14 million; 
this year, we are approaching £18 million. The Esko solutions have not only improved 
our overall efficiency by automating as much of the workflow as possible, allowing us 
to do more work with the same number of employees, but still leaves us plenty of room 
for continued growth.” Matthew Elston, The Alexir Partnership’s Pre-Production Manager

Is automation right for you if you’re cost conscious? Yes, definitely. 
In fact, the question should be, can you afford not to automate? 

Price each
problem
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Why automation  
is the solution
We hope this workbook has shown the value of automation and given you the confidence to 
know where to start your journey. 

In summary, here are the benefits your business will gain by automating:

• Take on more jobs – without increasing your headcount – therefore increasing your profitability. 

• Reduce errors significantly by building quality into your workflow checks to maintain excellent 
standards and reputation and avoid reprints and complaints. 

• Free up operator time and increase efficiency and throughput by standardizing and offloading 
mundane tasks. 

Do you still have questions or would like deeper insight in how and where to start – please get 
in contact with us, we can help get you set on your journey to smarter working. 
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Ready to take the next step?
Start exploring your options to set up automation. We suggest learning more about Automation 
Engine. With Automation Engine, you’ll benefit from:

• Smarter workflows: Ensure the correct 
files are always used

• Right first time: Reduce product recalls – 
save money and protect your reputation.

• Automated Step & Repeat tasks

• Always up-to-date job reports

• Easy check and correct

• Better color management, while reducing 
ink consumption 

• Leverage new opportunities: Including 
personalization and variable date printing 
through automation. 

Want to learn more? 

Check out our infographic – 
Automation Engine in numbers 

Learn more with 7 ways to improve your 
workflow – with Automation Engine

Visit our website

Request a demo 

Contact us

https://www.esko.com/en/lp/automation-engine/automation-engine-in-numbers
https://www.esko.com/en/lp/automation-engine/automation-engine-in-numbers
https://www.esko.com/en/lp/automation-engine/7-ways-Automation-Engine-can-improve-your-workflow
https://www.esko.com/en/lp/automation-engine/7-ways-Automation-Engine-can-improve-your-workflow
https://www.esko.com/en/products/automation-engine
https://www.esko.com/lp/demo/request-demo-automation-engine
https://www.esko.com/en/company/contact/contact-us?Type=Software&Product=Automation+Engine


Belgium Raymonde de Larochelaan 13, 9051 Gent | Tel. +32 9 216 92 11 | info.eur@esko.com

USA 8535 Gander Creek Drive, Miamisburg, OH 45342 | Tel. +1 937 454 1721 | info.usa@esko.com

Brasil Rua Professor Aprígio Gonzaga, 78 - 10º andar - São Judas - 04303-000 - São Paulo - SP | Tel. +55 11 3550-1311 | info.la@esko.com

Singapore 1 Kaki Bukit View #04-15/17 - Techview, Singapore 415941 | Tel. +65 6420 0399 | info.asp@esko.com

Japan Telecom Center Building, West Wing 6F, 2-5-10, Aomi, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 135-0064 | Tel. +81 (3) 5979 6086

China Floor 6, Building 1, 518 Fuquan North Road, Shanghai, 200335 | Tel. +86 21 3279 6555 | info.china@esko.com

About Esko
Esko is a global provider of integrated software and hardware solutions that accelerate the 
go-to-market process of packaged goods.

For each stakeholder in the process, Esko solutions enable them to work efficiently and deliver 
right-first-time packaging and marketing content on time, every time.

Our goal is to make it easier for CPG and pharma businesses to manage their packaging, labeling, 
regulatory and marketing content. With our packaging management platform, brand marketing 
and packaging teams can increase their productivity, reduce costs, and save time.

For packaging and label trade shops, premedia service providers and printer converters, we 
digitize, automate, and connect the entire print production process with software and hardware 
solutions for CAD design, prepress processes, flexo platemaking and print inspection.

For further information, please visit www.esko.com
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